
 In this first edition of IN-
Terrupted Silence, we instantly 
knew that we would feature a 
faculty member. It was a unani-
mous decision. And so, we 
pulled a name from a hat and 
sent Kevin, our section head, to 
conduct the interview. Awk-
wardly enough, we stumbled 
around a bit on how to "feature" our 
faculty. Let's be blatant- our faculty is 
composed of multiple genius, superhu-
man brains. So superhuman that we 
wonder what else they could possibly 
devote their time to. It quickly became 
apparent that we needed to make our 
faculty accessible outside the realm of 
academia, i.e. we needed to bring you 
the minimal, silly and generally trivial 
details of their lives. And we mean triv-
ial (which somehow still seem profound 
in the context of our studies).

 Dr. Malik’s favorite word is cy-
nosure, but, she says, “sibilant comes 
in a close ssssecond”. In her free time 

she enjoys cooking for guests, and 
crocheting blankets. She espe-
cially enjoys cooking Bamia, and 
cultivates okra that she uses to 

prepare the dish in her gar-
den. Her favorite film is 
Moonstruck, but for more con-
temporary pop culture she re-
lies on her students’ advice.  
Outside of teaching, Dr. Malik 
enjoys encouraging students 
to submit and present their 
papers to numerous confer-
ences throughout the year. She 
serves on the board of the 
Chicago Center for Urban 
Life & Cultures, an organiza-
tion that gives students the 
opportunity to study urban 
social structures in Chicago. 
In her own academic work, 
she has recently focused on 
African political thought of 
the twentieth century and the 
political economy of reality 
television. When asked if she 

has any advice for her students Dr. 
Malik replied in four words, “don’t 
skimp…on sleep”.
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It's always been apparent that the types of questions people ask tell more about themselves than those answering. Look-
ing back at the start of this newsletter project, it’s fascinating to see, amongst the committee, how in tune our questions 

were with one another. The whole process was seamless. We all wanted to gather the same information, to know as 
much about our classmates and our program as possible, and to present the information as best as we possibly could. 
Though the project started late in the quarter, the contributions came in quickly, and we have you to thank for that. In 

struggle there is unity- seems to be a common theme for our students doesn't it? So we are proud to present this newslet-
ter to you, our peers. It's our hope that INTerrupted Silence highlights the accomplishments of our brilliant students, and 

that it gives you the chance to get to know your community. 

After the success of this newsletter, we're more than just a bit excited to put out the edition for Winter and Spring Quar-
ters. If you'd like to join our meetings (think pizza and INT hilarity) or to contribute to future newsletters, please email 
int.newsletter.depaul@gmail.com for further information. We love hearing from you! And don't worry, we didn't even 

glance at Turabian, and we barely referenced Benedict Anderson.

Have a fantastic winter break and stay warm (though this newsletter is not meant to be used as kindling or as a coaster)!
-The Editors of INTerrupted Silence

Congratulations on the 
new baby, Nicole! 

We are so 
happy for you!

mailto:int.newsletter.depaul@gmail.com%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
mailto:int.newsletter.depaul@gmail.com%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
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!
While riding the red line south bound I ran into my 
friend Maryam from an INT class. I grabbed the 
open seat next to her and struck up the usual 
friendly how do you do’s. The conversation quickly 
became an activist’s pitch for Occupy Chicago.   
Maryam, while gathering her things, was preparing 
to occupy Chicago like she does most days after 
school.  Our ensuing red line conversation follows:

Alex: Hey Maryam! Where are you heading?
Maryam: I’m going to Occupy Chicago, you heard of it?
Alex: No, what’s Occupy Chicago?
Maryam: Well, it’s a bunch of different people coming to-
gether to push for economic change. The economic crisis 
has made it hard for people to have access to health care, 
loans, and jobs. We want our voices heard by the people 
who make the decisions that affect every one of us.

Alex: Why occupy and not protest then?
Maryam: Occupy Chicago came about as a result of the 
Occupy Wall Street movement. It’s about occupying a space 
until change is made; it’s about a constant presence. 

Alex: So where do you occupy here in Chicago?
Maryam: It’s hard in Chicago because there aren’t as many 
public places for us to occupy. Every night we meet at 7 
o’clock on La Salle and Jackson, right in front of the Fed-
eral Reserve. We then march towards Michigan and Con-
gress.

Alex: What’s the atmosphere like?
Maryam: I have this strange sense of spirituality while be-
ing there. It’s very welcoming. There are people from all 
walks of life, men in suits, homeless, and everyone in be-
tween. It’s like a big family. We have nurses, reading areas, 
and food. People drop their lives to participate and grab a 

Alex: Are more people getting involved? How is it organized?
Maryam: We started small, just a few coming every day and 
some staying the night downtown. I joined on day four when 
it was still new to Chicago, but now the movement has quite a 
lot of support. Saturdays are the big days when about six 
hundred people show up. The movement works by consensus. 
There is an online site where people put up their grievances 
that we then vote on and add to our message.

Alex: Sounds like it is fluid and informative.
Maryam: Yes, we have teach-ins where people get together 
and learn about a specific issue like healthcare. Although we 
don’t have a single grievance, we keep it open and informa-
tive. For instance, Occupy Wall Street has its own newspaper 
called the Occupied Wall Street Journal. 
Alex: Really? 

Maryam: I actually just got back from spending a weekend in 
New York in Zuccotti Park. I went to Occupy Wall Street to 
check it out. It was amazing. Like Chicago’s nurses and food, 
New York has many stations, from medical tents to libraries 
to even spiritual areas. 

Alex: So what’s next for Occupy Chicago?
Maryam: Actually my stops coming up, I have to go now. You 
should come down and check it out for yourself! 

 Maryam finished gathering her things, made 
her way to the doors of the train along with the other 
passengers ready to step off. She planned to meet her 
friends before heading to Occupy Chicago. The typi-
cal abrupt stop of the train made everyone hesitate to 
gain balance. But, just as she was about to dart 
through the doors, Maryam slipped me a piece of pa-
per while saying, “we are the 99%”.

Cooking Time: May vary per location   
 Serves: The underrepresented and marginalized public
Ingredients: 
1 cup discontent   Tools:
1 controversial issue   Mixer
½ teaspoon empowerment   Pressure cooker
5 cups grassroots
2 INT 203 Analytical Summaries
450+ INT students, alumni and faculty
3 cups awareness
1 dash advocacy
2 templates
1 bowl curry paste, for spice

1. Trim fat, and marinate controversial issue in 450+ INT students, alumni and faculty.
2. Set templates asides. Combine all dry ingredients in a large mixing bowl. 
3. Viciously shred templates, sprinkling over dry ingredients.
4. Place dry ingredients in pressure cooker. Firmly latch lid, apply heat. Cook until reactive.
5. Meanwhile, caramelize discontent.
6. Top controversial issue with dry ingredients and discontent. Serve raw.

*Note: Processed in a facility that also processes nuts. May incur side effects of cold hard justice. 

RECIPE FOR A SOCIAL MOVEMENT



PEER PRESENTATIONS
Every year, the Midwest Political Science Association holds a 
conference with over 5,000 presenters from around the world to 
promote communications and research in political science. The 
conference has historically been held in Chicago at the Palmer 
House Hilton. The DePaul International Studies program has 
been fortunate enough to send multiple students to the MPSA 
conference for a few years running. This year, we’ve decided to 
highlight some of these students in the newsletter. Check out their 
fasc ina t ing 
abstracts.
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Amy Black
In international development, scholars and scientists constantly try to find ways to 
spur economic growth while being environmentally sustainable.  However, environ-
mental sustainability is often seen as incompatible with economic growth.  Costa Rica 
is a key example of a country that is trying to promote the idea that environmental 
sustainability can be compatible with economic growth.   After extreme environmental 
degradation took place in the 19th and 20th centuries, Costa Rican authorities began 
to make efforts to preserve the remaining rainforest.  Costa Rica became a model of 
conservation and environmentalism for other countries.  Costa Rica’s plan for envi-
ronmental sustainability runs alongside its plan for economic development; the gov-
ernment believes that the two can be compatible.  In this paper I intend to investigate 
whether or not Costa Rica’s sustainability efforts have undermined their economic 
growth and what implications this case has for sustainable development as a theory of 
development.  Although the Costa Rican economy has made some progress since the 
beginning of the 21st century, by and large their program for sustainable economic 
development has not fostered the economic growth hoped for. 

Matthew Sebastian
The conversation on conflict resolution consistently focuses on either the 
mechanisms of resolution or on issues of justice, examining the ways in which 
communities move forward from conflict. Yet, there is little work done to exam-
ine the ways in which ongoing conflicts are brought to an ‘end’ through infor-
mal mechanisms of closure which inherently privilege certain narratives while 
prohibiting others. Using the conflict in northern Uganda as a case study, I chal-
lenge predominate understandings of conflict resolution by looking at a conflict 
that has never been formally resolved but is nevertheless undergoing processes 
of closure. I am primarily interested in understanding how the resettlement of 
IDPs and the memorialization of both the camp and the conflict at large inform 
state and individual understandings of the (imagined) ‘end’ of the conflict in 
Northern Uganda. By understanding the resolution of conflict as either a single 
event or the undefined catalyst of post-conflict justice, we disregard the ways in 
which resolution is communally manufactured and experienced. We should in-
stead understand the cessation of conflict as the culmination of overlapping and 
varied instantiations of war performed by a wide array of actors.

Aatifa Sadiq
This paper examines the case of the Grameen Bank in order to expose the way 
an institution can embody the complex system of discursive power and regulate 
female bodies as neo-liberal subjects for capitalist accumulation. Micro-credit 
is historicized as a capitalist mechanism to generate faster flows of capital by 
collapsing space and time. Every new mechanism under the capitalist regime 
of accumulation requires a system of discipline extended by the economy. 
Comparable to Foucault’s Panopticon, the economy incorporates new popula-
tions in Third World countries into the capitalist system through development. 
The Grameen Bank is an example of an institution, because of its state-like 
qualities, can use the women in development paradigm to create a political 
identity of a rural Bangladeshi entrepreneur. This new identity re-creates 
women as bankable investments. The Grameen Bank relies on a system of dis-
cipline embedded within its loan structure to train women in the mindset of the 
market. By doing so, women appear to undertake the political identity imag-
ined for them creating a sense of order for the outside world to continue flows 
of capital for Bangladeshi economic growth.



HELPFUL HINTS 
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WHY SO SERIOUS?

What is an ASK Mentor?

An ASK mentor is a professional who volun-
teers his or her time to network with DePaul 
students and provide advice and career insight. 
Connecting with a mentor gives you the chance 
to ask questions about a major, field or career 
path, and learn from other people’s experiences. 
Mentoring is about making contacts and sharing 
information - not about asking for a job/
internship.

Schedule a Practice Interview
Practice interviews are scheduled each quarter at different campuses. You must have a resume uploaded 
in DePaul.Experience to apply.  

1. Log in to DePaul.Experience. In the "One-Click Searches" section, click on “Practice Interviews with ASK-
Alumni.” 

2. Review the current quarter’s schedule, then scroll down to the bottom and click  “Apply.”

3. Select which resume you want to use for the interview and click “Submit.” A cover letter is not required.

Find a Career Mentor
Search for mentors online using the ASK database, 
DePaul.Experience. Log in, click  on the “ASK Men-
tors” tab at the top of the page, and follow these 
steps:
1. Define your search criteria.
  * Use one to two search categories in the form to in-
crease your results.
  * For local contacts, search by Illinois (not Chicago) to 
include suburban mentors.
  * Mentoring can be done via email; out-of-state men-
tors can be great resources.
 * Think broadly. Even a mentor in a seemingly unrelated 
field can offer valuable advice and guidance in your fu-
ture decisions.
2. Review the mentor list that matches your search crite-
ria. 
3. For the mentor(s) who you would like to connect with, 
click the "Send Mentor Connection Request" button to 
create an email message for the mentor. You can use and 
customize one of the email templates that we have pro-
vided in DePaul.Experience, or you can create your own.
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Kristen Maddox
I am an International Studies Undergraduate Senior, with a double major in 
Women’s and Gender Studies. Last Winter and Spring Quarters I was study-
ing in Paris, France through the DePaul IES program and taking classes at 
l’Université Paris VIII-St. Denis and Université Paris IV-Sorbonne. I had an 
internship with the social organization, Apprentis d’Auteuil, which helps 
children in difficult circumstances attend high school. After the academic 
program was over, I worked on a farm in the south of France (near Montpe-
lier) with ‘WWOOF’—Willing Workers on Organic Farms, in exchange for 
living on the farm. 
In Chicago, I have been an intern with No Foam Chicago, a group that seeks 
to ban “Styrofoam” food packaging in Chicago schools and restaurants. Cur-
rently, I am a research intern with Plastic Pollution Coalition, based in San 
Francisco. I am also taking the course PPS 331 Environmental Justice, and 
work with Little Village Environmental Justice Organization on their Urban 
Land Campaign. My dream is to study Urban Planning in Copenhagen, 
Denmark. I am particularly interested in mobility/transportation issues, social 
housing, and how gender is constructed in an urban environment.

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

ALUMNI ACTION

Emily Rolkowski always knew that she wanted to pursue an International Studies major. This is what she has to 
say about her time in the program:

“I'm simply interested in all topics discussed.  A fellow alumna of this program also told me great things about the 
professors, and I made sure I had them for the core courses.  I liked the ability to create your own concentration and 
really focus your learning on what you are passionate about.” “[After graduating from DePaul, I came back to do] my 
MPA at DePaul University's School of Public Service.  After completing my Masters of Public Administration, I 
was hired as a Program Analyst with US Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General.  I am currently 
studying to become a Certified Fraud Examiner and taking courses to get my Certificate in Leadership.”  Emily also 
has some advice about LinkedIN, graduate school, jobs/internships, and interviews: “I am a member of LinkedIN.  
I've always had good experience with the website and find it helpful to stay in touch with professional contacts. Make 
sure that you agree with the mission of the program and that it gives you the flexibility to learn both in and out of the 
classroom.  This program had great study abroad options and students with a lot of professional experience who 
shared their viewpoints in class discussions.  [When interning], whatever your responsibilities are, make sure you be-
come an expert at them.  You want to make your boss dependent on you and not want to let you leave as your intern-
ship comes to an end.  This could create a transition to a permanent position, or at the very least, an amazing recom-
mendation for the future.  [As for interviews], Do a little research on the company or agency's Board of Directors.  
You might have something in common with them, which you should bring up during your interview.  Or if they did 
something you find fascinating make sure to bring it up.  You'll stand out and people will like the fact that you com-
plemented them on their achievements.”  Her biggest recommendation to current students is to study abroad to expe-
rience a different country and culture!

Annie Schmidt says she “was always interested in social justice and human rights.  The more I heard about prob-
lems in other countries, the more I wanted to learn about them.  Why were things happening?  What is the history? 
 Who are the main actors?  What can be done to alleviate pain and suffering?  While we have problems in the United 
States, I realized we were just one country and there was much more to learn by focusing globally.”  These interests 
led her to pursue an International Studies major.  This is what she has to say about her time in the program: “I loved 
being an INT major.  From the very beginning you find a group of classmates who you can bond with.  They are all 
brilliant [and] also just as nerdy as you are.  You end up helping each other out and developing some great friendships 
along the way.  I'd have to say your exposure to different things is my favorite and least favorite part of INT.  I love 
learning and so I was always interested in researching new theories and participating in class discussions.  The nega-
tive side of that is that you can't "unlearn" something.  I'll watch shows that I used to love, but I'll be analyzing every 
part of it and it won't be as enjoyable as I find so many things that are problematic.  I was once told that the goal of 
INT is to look at a pencil and see the world.  So I guess I'm saying that ignorance is bliss to some degree, but I'd rather 
be enlightened and proactive about making things better than not know and continue ultimately destructive habits.”
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Alyssa Wieting
As INT students, we can all relate to the rigors of our curriculum and the 
wish to put it to good use outside of the major. 2011 brought many rewarding 
and challenging opportunities. During the winter I worked for Amnesty In-
ternational USA. I was given the critical task of planning rallies and events 
that specifically dealt with the Egyptian political crisis in the spring of 2011 
in addition to planning Amnesty’s Maternal Mortality Awareness Campaign.  
I was also given the title of State Representative for Michigan, Minnesota, 
and Indiana.  This role meant that I was the liaison between the student and 
local groups in these states and Amnesty International USA. I assisted them 
in planning their events, providing them with materials, as well as registering 
their groups and leaders with the organization. This past summer I studied 
Spanish in Buenos Aires, Argentina for one month and then spent three 
weeks in China. Upon returning to the states, I intensely researched graduate 
programs with human rights and humanitarian degrees in the UK. 

Alyssa is currently waiting to hear back from the ten different graduate pro-
grams to which she applied and recently received an acceptance letter from 
the University of Nottingham. 

Back to Bavaria
18th of March 1874
His Majesty, King Ludwig II
Bavaria, German Empire

May it please Your Majesty,
 I address this open letter to you respectfully in your capacity as the Protector of the rights and liberties of citizens, to in-
form you about how your decision of uniting Bavaria with other German states has affected the lives of many INT students at 
DePaul University. More specifically, Your Majesty’s decision of creating this German state has not only affected the lives of 
millions you now call “German people”, but also INT students in Chicago, USA. On the other side of the world, I have person-
ally observed how young University pupils have become dead zombies with disfigured craniums, unable to function with their 
mundane daily tasks called homework. 

Your Majesty should have considered the consequence of Bavaria’s sovereignty from an international relations perspective. 
How did the creation of German Empire affect the international scene? The unification of the states spurred enormous discus-
sions and debates on the consequences of how to impose a national identity on people who do not yet feel patriotism. 

At a recent discussion, one INT student commented how a “German is a constructive idea for Prussia’s political gains for 
hegemonic goals, by Bismarck, to legitimize Prussia’s takeover of Europe”. Your Majesty’s German Empire project was a pro-
ject of patriotism building using state mechanisms such as architecture, language and education. Many INT students have ar-
gued how this project of Yours was an attempt to use the state mechanisms to brain-wash Your citizens. Seriously? Your Maj-
esty is attempting to brain-wash those people trapped within a border to learn how to salute a flag and learn to die for an ideol-
ogy? To die? Really? That seems very unethical. Furthermore, Your Majesty is imposing a carved identity and calling it demo-
cratic. Unethical and undemocratic, it seems. 
 Two University Professors, Professor Ehsani and Professor Malik, oversaw the assignment called “Bavaria Project”, which 
was an attempt to force the many young INT craniums to write a lengthy research paper on defining “What is a German?” 
Within the past 5 weeks, I have witnessed a radical change in the pupils’ mind; both positively and negatively. 
 Your Majesty’s desire to educate peasants is reflected upon INT students. Many now learn how to better their writing 
through weekly analytical summaries on readings and how to cite bibliographies accordingly to Chicago 2 style. They have be-
come better researchers and digging for books at countless libraries. However, this all came at a cost. I have witnessed many 
INT scholars pull all-nighters, using the last minute of the three o’clock hour to type the last words of the letter addressed to 
You, advocating or opposing German unification. Some have even lost weight because of this assignment. Upon finishing the 
project, many scholars were forced to crash sleep. The long-term effects of Your Majesty’s German Unification decision were 
best seen on the class lecture, the Monday after the project was due. Only a handful of students were able to drag themselves 
out of bed to go to class, and those who did go were unable to meaningfully contribute to class discussion on their next Ghana 
project. It is important to recognize that these scholars will be the next leaders of global society. 
 As your advisor, I would recommend you demolish the German Empire, and bring back the condition of dismantled 
communities, without national identities and re-instantiating illiteracy. That way, Your Majesty can protect the INT students, 
who will be the next responsible stewards of our natural environment. 

I hope Your Majesty considers these advices with great thought. I have the honor to be, Sir, Your Majesty’s 
most humble and obedient servant,

Anonymous Servant
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INT 320 – Contemporary Middle East
Perhaps no other region is perceived in 
such one dimensional and reductive man-
ner as the Middle East, a perception that 
predates 9/11. This course will challenge 
these perceptions by investigating some 
key issues that are routinely assumed to de-
fine this region, specifically on the circum-
stances and local and global responses to 
the rise of radical political Islam and, 
more recently, the emergence of post-
Islamism, on relations of gender, and on 
the place of oil  in the politics and social 
relations of the region. (Cross-listed as 
AAS 290, ANT 390, INT 500, GEO 312.) 
Taught by Kaveh Ehsani (320-201, 500-

INT 340 – European Area Studies I: Spain and Por-
tugal—The Iberian Impact
An historical-geographical analysis of the Iberian nations 
with an interdisciplinary focus on global geopolitics, trade, 
settlement, and cultural characteristics (art, architecture, lan-
guage and literature, music and religion). This is the only 
course of its kind offered in U.S. universities. (Cross-listed 
as GEO 218.) Taught by Kara Dempsey (340-201).

INT 364 – Topics in International 
Political Economy: Political 
Economy of Sex

A course that offers students the 
opportunity to explore international 
trade issues in greater depth. 
(Cross-listed as INT 502, GEO 
395.) Taught by Heidi Nast (364-
201, 502-201).

INT 365 – Topics in War and 
Peace: Geopolitics
A survey of theories of geopolitics 
and international relations, the 
course explores issues of interna-
tional security and organization, 
regional integration, and national-
ism, state formation and conflict. 
H i s to r i c geopo l i t i ca l cases 
from Europe (Northern Ireland, 
EU, Balkans), the Middle East and 
North Africa, and the Russian 
realm, provide opportunities to as-
sess theoretical approaches and 
profile the security and foreign pol-
icy concerns of the U.S.in the new 
millennium. (Cross-listed as GEO 
201.) Taught by Alex Papadopou-
los (365-201).

INT 374 – Topics in International Or-
ganizations: The European Union
A course that offers students the oppor-
tunity to explore the United Nations, the 
Organization of American States, non-
governmental organizations, the Euro-
pean Union, NAFTA and similar trading 
blocks or organizations, and the policy 
issues associated with these organiza-
tions. (Cross-listed as MLS 490, GEO 
316, PSC 340.) Taught by Alex Papado-
poulos (374-801).

INT 371 – International 
Environmental Politics

This course examines the 
international processes by 
which scientific knowl-
edge concerning environ-
mental change and degra-
dation is translated into ac-
tion on the parts of indi-
viduals, groups, states, and 
global institutions. We 
look at the political, legal, 
economic and cultural 
structures that reproduce 
the global propensity to 
disrupt or degrade the en-
vironment and that like-
wise prevent amelioration. 
(Cross-listed as GEO 269 
– Pol i t ical Ecology.) 
Taught by Alec Brownlow 
(371-201).

INT 388-201 –Muslim Histories in Latin America, the Caribbean, and 
Latin U.S.A.
This course maps Muslim histories in Latin America and the Caribbean, as 
well as in U.S. Latino/a communities, from the late fifteenth century to to-
day.  We focus on five distinct moments:  Moors or Muslim Iberians in the 
colonization of the “New World;” enslaved Malê West Africans mobilizing 
against a Luso-Brazilian imperial order; indentured South Asians and creo-
lization in Caribbean nationalisms; early and mid-twentieth century Arab 
migration to South America, and, most recently, Latin American, Carib-
bean, and U.S. Latino/a conversion, or what many call, reversion, to Islam. 
(Cross-listed as IWS 220, LST 300.) Taught by John Karam (388-201).

INT 388-202 – Rebellion/
Revolut/Middle East
(Cross-listed as PSC 359.) 
Taught by Azza Layton 
(388-202).
INT 388-203 Postcolonial-
ism Meets International 
Relations
This course functions as an 
introduction to studies of 
colonialism and postcoloni-
alism that exist within Inter-
national Relations (IR). 
 Work in this area chal-
lenges the discipline of IR 
in that it often takes a criti-
cal approach to concepts 
that we take for granted in 
IR. This course introduces 
students to the main threads 
of this scholarly challenge 
and its attendant concepts – 
Other, alterity, subalternity, 
subjectivity, knowledge, 
d iscourse , and power. 
(Cross-listed as INT 500, 
PAX 386.) Taught by Shiera 
Malik (388-203, 500-202).
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Who We Are: Invisible Children works in northern 
Uganda and eastern DRC with communities affected 
by the LRA conflict. They work in northern Uganda 
building educational programs and in DRC building 
radio towers so that communities can communicate 
with one another ahead of approaching attacks and let 
abducted child soldiers know that they will receive 
them if they defect. They are also currently building 
the first child soldier rehabilitation center in north-
eastern DRC.

 “We are storytellers. We are visionaries, humanitari-
ans, artists, and entrepreneurs. We are individuals part 
of a generation eager for change and willing to pursue 
it. 

As a non-profit we work to transform apathy into ac-
tivism. By documenting the lives of those living in 
regions of conflict and injustice, we hope to educate 
and inspire individuals in the Western world to use 
their unique voice for change. Our media creates an 
opportunity for people to become part of a grassroots 
movement that intelligently responds to what’s hap-
pening in the world.

But our work extends beyond our borders. In war-
affected regions we focus on long-term development, 
working directly with individuals and institutions that 
are eager to realize their full potential. Through edu-
cation and innovative economic opportunities, we 
partner with affected communities and strive to im-
prove the quality of life for individuals living in con-
flict and post-conflict regions” (IC National Office).

How to get involved: Invisible Children is 
sustained through the generosity and sup-
port of volunteers across the country, and 
this means much more than simply through 
their money. At DePaul we organize bene-
fits of all shapes and sizes – bake sales, 
benefit concerts, documentary screenings, 
dance competitions, film festivals, art ex-
hibits, etc… - and rely upon our volunteers’ 
creativity to drive whatever it is they decide 
to do to raise awareness of the conflict on 
campus or raise funds for Gulu Senior Sec-
ondary School (our sister school in northern 
Uganda). Find “Invisible Children DePaul 
Branch” on Facebook and connect with In-
visible Children DePaul on OrgSync for the 
most up-to-date information. 

International Studies 
Program Office

International Studies Program 
Lincoln Park Campus
990 West Fullerton Avenue 
Suite 4100
Chicago, Illinois 60614

Telephone: 773/325-7456
Fax: 773/325-7556

Email: int@depaul.edu
Website: http://las.depaul.edu/int/

Hours: Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm 

mailto:int@depaul.edu
mailto:int@depaul.edu
http://las.depaul.edu/int/
http://las.depaul.edu/int/


Have a submission?…

Email us at:
int.newsletter.depaul@gmail.com
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Editors:
Rachel Bruska

Agnieszka Cikowska
Kevin Doherty
Corynne Fish
Alex Johnson
Karen Kilberg

Tania Zaparaniuk

A very special thank you to 
all our contributors….

All our INT Faculty and Staff
Derek Bishe
Cartoonist

Micaela Vargas

Brought to you by the 
International Studies Program
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